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Open House
In Four Departments
April 20

Published Weekly by the Students of the University of Maine
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ORONO, MAINE, MARCH 21, 1940

Vol. XLI

Impressionistic Dance
Brought To Campus
By Humphrey,Weidman
Troupe Earns Plaudits;
Dr. Carl Hedlin
Stresses Interpretive
Ideas and Variations Speaks Before

1000 Visitors
Expected for
Open House

I All-Maine Basketball Team

Demonstrations and
Lectures to Feature
Fifth Annual Session
The fifth annual Maine Open House
will be held on the campus Saturday,
April 20, with the military department participating in the activities for
the first time, presenting a demonstration of guns and equipment once
in the afternoon and evening. Several
new features are to be added to the
schedule, among which will be a
demonstration of the dial telephone
and of a broadcast.
Professor Benjamin C. Kent is
chairman of the committee, which includes Professor C. B. Crofutt, Department of Physics; Professor Marion D. Sweetman and Miss Bernice
Borgman, Department of Home Economics; Professor P. D. Bray, Department of Pulp and Paper Tecnology; Professor T. A. Sparrow, Department of Mechanical Engineering;
Professor E. L. Roberts, Department
of Electrical Engineering; Professor
E. J. Bogan, Department of Chemistry; Professor R. A. Sawyer, Department of Engineering Drafting; Professor H. Walter Leavitt, Department
of Civil Engineeirng, and LieutenantColonel J. C. Haw, of the Military
Department.
As in the past the afternoon session
will be primarily for high school
students in an attempt to help them
determine what work they will want
(Canalised on Page Pow)

Maine Host To State
Representatives During
Farm and Home Week
Harvard Glee
Club to Appear
On April 19

Program to Feature
Notable Speakers
At Annual Gathering

Farm and Home Week will be
By Corinne Comstock
held at Maine from Monday, March
The dance recital by Doris Hum25, to Thursday, March 28. Climax
Program of Sixteen
Describes Set-up of
phrey, Charles Weidman and Comof the week will be the annual banpany took place Saturday, March
Numbers under Baton quet Thursday evening. Dean DeerBangor Hospital and
16, in Memorial Gymnasium. The
will be toastmaster, and Dr.
Of Wallace Woodworth ing
University of Maine Dance Club
Maine Institutions
Arthur Hauck and W. I Myers will
of
organizations
and other women's
The program of the concert of the be guest speakers. The latter was
Dr. Carl J. Hedin, superintendent
the campus presented the group.
Glee Club in the Memorial governor of the Farm Credit AdHarvard
The program was divided into four of the Bangor State Hospital, was
Gymnasium on the evening of April ministration and is now head of the
parts, varying from twenty to forty the guest speaker before the Maine
19 was announced this week. The economics department at Cornell
March
minutes in duration. First came the Government class Tuesday,
concert, to which the public is invited, University.
square dances. The only real relation 19, in South Stevens.
is given under the joint auspices of Frank P. Washbuni, Maine's Comwhich this suite had to the original
Back row—Alma Hansen, Frances Donovan, Beatrice Gleason, and Helen the Maine Christian Association and missioner of Agriculture, opens the
general set-up
about
the
spoke
He
was the refrain which ran throughout.
Wormwood. Kneeling—Virginia Weston, Mavis Creamer.
the University assembly committee. program Monday. Another feature
Duets for each couple, including a coun- of institutions in Maine and about the
G. Wallace Woodworth will conduct will be the moving pictures of Maine's
try dance, a tango, a schottische, and Bangor State Hospital in particular.
wildlife.
the club in:
InstitutionState
Department
of
The
What
theme.
embroidered
the
waltz,
a
Tuesday, Miss Mary Wigley and
three
by
FRATERNAL
SONGS
headed
TWO
which
is
Service,
al
from
Miss Humphrey retained intact
Miss
Van Deman will address the
thirteen
Freude
the
verkunde
unsre
controls
Laut
commissioners,
the traditional is the spirit of dancing
Mozart session of the Maine Federation of
institutions in Maine.
together for fun.
Women's Clubs. Church leaders will
(Written for the Masonic
"On My Mother's Side" was the A legislative act in 1895 established
devote the day to a discussion of the
Lodge, Vienna, 1791)
It
was
Hospital.
State
Bangor
the
title of the next part. Mr. Weidman
Webbe part that the rural church can play in
Glorious Apollo
Girls! Girls! Girls! Big girls, The women's All-Maine honorary
presented a biographical sketch of his opened in 1901, and at present has a
the life of the community. That eveGlee
for
the
first
(Written
exdollars,
million
tall
girls,
over
one
medium
girls,
value
of
girls,
basketball
team
little
including four juniors,
own family. A chorus preceded each
ning, in behalf of the University, Dr.
London,
1790)
Club,
and short girls—all shapes, sizes, and one sophomore, and one freshman, has
pantomime with an explanatory poem. cluding the equipment.
Hauck will award certificates of recRELINQUAM
varieties of girls were represented at been announced by Miss Helen Leng- NON VOS
Great grandfather Wolcott, great The number of patients in the hotByrd ognition to two outstanding farmers
ORPHANOS
the tryouts for the Maine Masque pro- yel of the Physical Education depart(Continued on Page Four)
grandfather Hoffmann, grandfather
and two homemakers.
duction of "Stage Door" early this ment. Members are Beatrice Gleason, Motet for the Feast of Pentecost,
Hoffmann, grandmother Hoffmann,
Brewster To Speak
Book
II,
1607
from
Gradualia,
which
is
the
last
The
play,
'41,
Mavis
week.
Creamer,
'41,
and
Frances
Aunt Jessie and Vesta appeared in
production on the Masque calendar Donovan, '43, forwards; Helen SHOOT, FALSE LOVE
Morley The next day the Maine Children's
turn, eac expressed in a dance. Last
Council will conduct an institute to
this year, will be presented in the Wormwood, '41, Alma Hansen, '41,
From First Book of Balletts,
came autobiography, when "Sonny"
discuss child development and the inLittle Theatre on the campus April and Virginia Weston, '42, guards.
London, 1595.
showed the evolution of Mr. Weid29 and 30,May 1 and 2.
The All-Maine reserve team is made CHORUSES from "CROESUS" and fluence of the home on behavior. The
man's own dance technique.
varsity debate team will leave
"Variations" featured short solos by The
The play is being directed by Mrs. up of Mary Cowin, '42, Isabelle GarKeiser Maine Craft Guild will demonstrate
"PRINZ JODELET"
Saturday, March 23, on a tour through
its work and conduct a special program
Joyce Stevens, who has been associ- vin, '41, Stella O'Mara, '43, forwards, THREE CATCHES
Miss Humphrey. Each dancer added
Purcell
New Jersey, Pennsylvania.
explaining it. Taxation problems will
original bits. Sometimes the dancers New York,
ated with the University of Maine and Marie Rourke. '43, Iva Henry, Bartholomew Farr
and finally to Washington, D.
receive consideration during the afterdrama department for the past year. '43, and Agnes Walsh, '43, guards.
talked to each other, sometimes to
I gave her cakes
way they will compete with the
noon. John L. Baxter will speak on
Mrs. Stevens, who graduated from the
The teams are chosen by student Once, twice, thrice I Julia tried
the audience; but above all they were the
debating teams of severalcolleges and
Maine's tax problems; Richard Bar(Continued on Page Four)
The Photo Club will hold its annual University of Maine in 1935, is also delegates from the members of the LET THEIR CELESTIAL CONuniversities.
stow
will discuss problems in valuing
a
graduate
of
the
Leland
Powers
four
class teams playing in the intershortly after
CERTS ALL UNITE, from "Sam- property for taxation. At night Ralph
Their first debate will be at the exhibit of photographs
school of the drama in Boston and class games.
will
inThis
exhibit
vacation.
Easter
Handel
son"
University of Newark, Tuesday, March
0. Brewster will be the speaker for the
work of the club of the Hawn school in New York.
Miss Gleason is vice president of
26. The question will be: Resolved, elude not only the
(Continued on Page Four)
submitted
pictures
but
also
She
was
connected
with
the
Rice
the
Women's
Athletic
Association and TARANTELLA
That the United States should follow members,
University
communby
anyone
in
the
playhouse at Martha's Vineyard in a member of the 'M' Club. She has
a policy of complete economic and milRandall Thompson, '20
ity. All prints should be submitted by 1928 and has directed for the Stage served on Women's Student GovernSchubert
A recent letter from the Director of itary isolation toward all nations outLA PASTORELLA
April 15.
Frights, dramatic group associated ment Association and was a SophoExecutive Placement of R. H. Macy & side the Western Hemisphere engaged
CHORUS from KHOVANSTCHwith
the
Penobscot
Valley
Country
more
Eagle.
She
is
a
member
of
are:
1.
all
conditions
for
entry
The
Moussorgsky
Company, one of the nation's largest in foreign or domestic wars. The
INA
department stores, received at the speakers for Maine will be Russell prints must represent the original work Club, the Orono Women's Club, and Chi Omega sorority.
(Soloist: F. C. Wing, 3L)
the
Forest
Park
community
theatre
The Alumni and Faculty Campaigns
Miss Creamer plays hockey and TWO AMERICAN FOLK SONGS
Placement Bureau, invites senior men Woolley and George Ellis, who will of the owner, from the development of
for the library fund will officially
volleyball and is a member of the 'M' The Old Maid's Song
and women who are interested in retail debate on the affirmative side of the the negative to the final mounting of in Baltimore.
banthe finished print; 2. all prints must The story is centered around the Club. She is a member of Chi Omega
careers to visit the store and discuss question.
Are, by Howard Brockway open the week of April first at a
quet to be held in Bangor. President
opportunities in Macy's famous train- From Newark the team will leave be mounted on good quality 16 by 20 dramatic aspirations of sixteen young sorority.
(Soloist: H. M. Rainie, '40)
Arthur A. Hauck and Mr. Norman
for East Orange, New Jersey. There inch mount board; 3. no hand-colored girls living in the "Footlights Club,"
ing squad.
Miss Donovan is a member of the Casey Jones
Portland, chairman of
This traditional training opportunity Elton Carter and George Ellis are to prints will be accepted; 4. the size of a theatrical boarding house.
All-Maine hockey team and is secreArr. by Edward B. Lawton, '34 H. Mayo, of
the Alumni Committee, will be the
for college graduates has been effective debate Upsala. Wednesday, March 27, the actual print is not limited, but is
tary of the freshman class. She is a TWO CHORUSES from THE
meeting, alumni
at Macy's for a number of years and on the negative side of the isolation expected to be at least 8 by 10 inches. Politics Class
Delta Delta Delta pledge.
Sullivan speakers. After this
MIKADO (Act I)
workers will begin soliciting in each
A committee from the club will deis justly regarded as one of the best question.
Miss Wormwood is vice president Behold the Lord High Executioner
of four areas comprising Penobscot,
training opportunities in the retail field. On Mardi 28 the debaters arrive in cide which prints are to be accepted Hears Washburn
of Vomen's Student Government As- We are gentlemen of Japan
Piscataquis, Waldo, and Hancock
It is described by Mr. E. A. O'Rorke, Philadelphia, where they will oppose for hanging.
Mr. Frank P. Washburn, Commis- sociation and a member of Student FINALE from THE GONDOLIERS counties. Plans for carrying on the
the University of Pennsylvania before Membership in the Photo Club is sioner of Agriculture, spoke before the Senate. She has participated in other
of Macy's, in the following words:
Sullivan
campaign will be discussed at the banopen to all serious workers in photog- Maine Government class, Tuesday, interclass sports and was a Sophomore
"Training Squad is a preliminary the East Philadelphia Lions' Club.
quet.
apprenticeship to a career in retailing, The climax of the trip will be reached raphy, whether they be faculty or stu- March 12, about the Regulatory and Eagle. Her sorority is Alpha OmiAccompanists
The Faculty Committee, who will
which conditions one for a junior exec- when the team arrives in Washington, dents. The purpose of the club is to Police Duties of the Department of cron Pi.
Wm. W. Austin, IG
launch their campaign this same week,
utive position in the organization. The D. C., Thursday, March 28. There provide additional stimulation and in- Agriculture.
(Continued on Page Four)
Ralph Renwick, Jr., '42
is headed by A. M. Turner, chairman.
period of training covers, roughly, Russell Woolley and Elton Carter will formation by regular meetings, to
He stated that aid to farmers began
Other members on this conunittee inthirty to thirty-nine weeks, during speak before the Eastern Association of those who have progressed beyond the
before Maine was a state. In 1806 an
clude Dr. F. H. Lathrop, Prof. J. A.
which time there are various assign- Teachers of Speech at the Mayflower elementary stage of the photographic
Agricultural Society was formed in
Chucka, Mr. Percy Crane, Prof. C. A.
ments in selling, head of stock work, Hotel. The team will also attend the process.
Jenkins. Mrs. Julia D. H. Wittlesey,
Further information may be obtained Maine which was the third in the
comparison shopping, etc., as well as various sessions of the Association.
United
States.
Prof. E. R. Hitchner, Prof. G. B.
weekly discussion meetings with major Senator Wallace White is arranging from the club secretary, Dr. Mary
There have been "three distinct
Steinhauer, Mrs. Marion Sweetman,
executives of the store. At the termi- for the debaters to attend a session of Clayton, at Merrill Hall, or from the
trends to help agriculture," he said.
Prof. A. S. Hill, Prof. Irving H.
nation of the training period, perma- the United States Senate during their club president, Dr. Kenenth Miles, at
The first method was to aid the agri- A large number of upperclass stu- Belknap, Howard Blake, William Bow- Prageman, Prof. R. L. Morrow, and
1320 Stevens Hall.
nent executive placement is made— stay in the capital.
cultural societies or fair organizations dents from the departments of civil, er, Robert Burleigh, Douglas Carr, Al- Dr. C. A. Dickinson. Faculty memusually in the merchandising field. Our
which in turn taught the farmers. mechanical, chemical, and electrical en- lyn J. Charpentier, Bernard Cohen, bers will participate in the opening
salary rate during the training and up
Then there was an era of regulatory gineering, and chemistry in the College William Cook, Ronald Dyke, Arlo E. banquet at Bangor, April first.
to the end of the first year is $30, after
laws for the controlling of commodi- of Technology are making a tour of Gilpatrick, Gooden Gray, Stephens K.
which time there is a follow up for an
ties. Today the trend is toward self- sonic of the major industrial plants in Gross, Robert J. Hamilton, Stanley
increase predicated on performance at
supporting laws which the farmers fi- New England from Monday to Friday Holland, Preston 0. Howard, James Varsity Debate Team
that time."
H. Hunter, Philip Hutchinson, Russell Loses to Providence
nance themselves through departmental of this week.
Mr. O'Rorke extends an invitation
Students from the department of P. Leafe, Robert McDonald, Donald
sanction.
to any interested seniors to write the
If the question of America's en- clear picture of every shade of opin- The Board of Agriculture was civil engineering, under the supervi- Marshall, Frank Martin, Lawrence L. The varsity debate team lost to Provstore in advance to arrange for an trance into the World War in 1917 ion within a state, as a whole, they
established in 1852, with a member sion of Prof. W. S. Evans, are Donald McPhee, Leonard McPheters, Lin- idence College by a 3-0 decision at a
appointment. Seniors who are inter- had been referred to the citizens of do express the broad opinion of its
from each agricultural society. A sec- Bither, Robert Cameron, Edward Da- wood McPheter s, Richard Morton, meeting of the Bangor Kiwanis Club
°opportunity
are
invited
ested in this
Maine in a national referendum, they inhabitants.
retary was added and printed reports vis, Clarence Dennis, Lawrence Glea- Harry Nelson, Roy C. Raymond, Cecil NVednesday, !starch 13. John Webster
to discuss this with Mr. P. J. Brock- would have voted overwhelmingly for
As the late July crisis made it evi- were put out. In 1862, when the Mor- son, John Harris, Emil F. Hawes, E. Reed, Nathan Rich. Arthur Rich- and Francis Andrew's represented
way. Placement Director, 12 Fernald war, is the conclusion reached by Ed- dent that war was coming, Maine
rill Land Grant College Act was Richard Hebei, Harold Higgins, Ver- ardson, Frederick Robie, Richard M. Maine.
Hall, so that definite arrangements can win Costrell in his master's thesis, press and opinion laid the chief repassed, the President of the University non Kimball, Joseph Littlefield, Carl Sawyer, Edward Stanley, Merrill G. Last Thursday evening Stuart Simon
be made to co-operate with Mr. "How Maine Viewed the War, 1914- sponsibility on the shoulders of the
and George Young, of the University
and the Professor of Agriculture were McEachern, William Rader, Ralph Thompson, and Rees C. Williams.
O'Rorke.
1917," just issued here in the Uni- Kaiser who was accused of leading also put on the Board.
Reynolds, Octave Richard, Parker This group visited the following of Florida, met to debate Bryant Bean
versity of Maine Studies.
Germany in an attack on civilization, The first fertilizer control act in Stuart, Guy Susi, G. Merrill Thomas, places: Ford Assembly Plant, Boston and Elton Carter, of Maine, before a
Kuney Receives Drama "If the rest of the country reacted Costrell says.
Gear Works, General Electric Com- meeting of the Orono Kiwanis Club at
1885 was the beginning of a long list and Charles Weaver.
to the War as did the people of Maine, "It was a conception which could of regulatory laws. The functions un- This group visited the engineering pany. Warren Pipe Company, Ameri- the Spruce Cabin. There was no deFellowship at Iowa
then President Wilson led the nation not be attributed to propaganda, be- der the regulatory activities are nume- offices of the Stone and Webster Engi- can Steel and Wire Company, Wyman cision.
Clark Kuney, '39. who is at present to the battlefield at precisely that cause it reigned supreme in Maine rous and varied. The department must neering Corporation, the Water Re- and Gordon Company, Worcester Friday afternoon there was another
studying for his Master's degree in moment when it most desired to go," before any of the propaganda ma- look after weights, measures and stan- sources branch of the Geological Sur- Pressed Steel Company, Boston Woven non-decision debate in the Little TheaTheatre on a Tuition Scholarship at Costrell writes. "War sentiment had chines had begun to operate," he con- dards. At least 6,000 gas pumps are vey, C. L. Berger and Sons Instru- Hose and Rubber Company, Waltham tre on the question: Resolved, That the
the State University of Iowa, has been grown slowly; it had not come to full tinues. "Neither could it he attribu- inspected each year. Food testing has ment Works, sewer construction work Watch Works, Lever Brothers Com- United Staten should follow a policy
awarded a Rockerfeller Fellowship by flower during the Lusitania crisis, ted to England's cutting of the Ger- been a function of the department since in Chelsea, the Ford plant at Somer- pany, M. I. T. laboratories, and Edgar of complete economic and military isolation toward all nations outside the
the National Theatre Conference in nor during the crises which shortly man cables, since England did not 1908 and is now carried on in Augusta ville, the Warner Brothers Bituminous Station.
Laboratory, Cambridge Water Plant, Prof. J. G. I.. Caulfield was in charge Western Hemisphere engaged in forrecognition of the work he has been followed; but by the spring of 1917 enter the War until after Maine's instead of Orono.
had undoubtedly come into its own. pro-Ally bias had already forcefully
Mr. Washburn said, "The 1913 Ap- the Charleston Bridge, Boston Bridge of those from the department of chemis- eign or domestic wars. The debaters
doing in Theatre at Iowa and his efforts in the Masque, of which he was Whatever the rest of the nation may expressed itself. Primarily it was the ple Packing law has been troubleful Works, the municipal sewage disposal try and chemical engineering. The were John M. Peahen and Leonard
president his last two years here at the have thought, Maine wanted war fer- product of a predisposition to oppose because Maine people desire to be in- plant at ‘Vorcester, and the South group included: Wallace Beardsell, Le- McDonough, of the University of ToGermany, because Maine in 1914 depndent, but because of consumer ed- Plant of the American Steel and Wire on Breton, Lyle Butler, Gordon P. Car- ronto, and Bryant Bean and David
University, it was announced early this vently when war came."
ter, Theodore Chandler, John Derry, Maurice, of Maine. Mr. Delwin B.
Basing his opinion on a study of frowned upon Germany's autocratic in- ucation the law is being complied Company.
week.
The mechanical engineers, in charge Benjamin Ela, Hazen Hannan, Lau- Duseribury acted as critic.
This Fellowship, of which there are the Maine newspapers, the author, stitutions, disliked her vaunted mili- with now."
hut a limited number given out annual- who is now a graduate student at tarism, and coupled her with japan as The department also oversees the if Prof. Harry D. Watson. included rence Harlow, Louis Hennessey, Philip The debate scheduled for Saturday
ly, will enable Kuney to study another Clark University, believes that while a potential enemy of the United States." Control of Insects if agrkultural cons- the following: Harlow D. Atkins, Bur- Hinkley, Allston P. Keyes, W'iljo Lin- afternoon, March 16, with M I.. T.
was cancelled.
(Continued on Page Few)
newspapers may not give an entirely
ton H. Albee, Earl G. Bacon, Russell
(Continued on PIO Pow)
(Continued on Page Pew)
year at Iowa.
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R.Macy Offers
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Alumni Library
Drive To Open

Engineers Report To Boston
For Industrial Inspection

Thesis Shows Pro-Ally Spirit
Of Maine In World War I
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Strand Books
"Harvest," Top
Foreign Film

Maine To Give
Radio Series

The University of Maine will again
"Harvest," the French film which
on the air over a national hook-up,
be
will be shown at the Strand Theatre
Published Thursdays during the college year by the students of the
in Orono Thursday, April 4, was April 17, at 12:30 to 1:15, for the
University of Maine
judged the world's best foreign film of National Farm and Home Hour. This
By Catherine Ward
of any letter.)
last year. The play is adapted from special program is one in a series of
By University Snoops
Menthol
.....SENTarl row ...sun.... ADVlselLsiNQ 57
Jean Giono's French novel, Regain. broadcasts originating on the campuses
lo the Editor:
Inc.
man's job and its worService,
a
is
Advertising
"Flying
National
Harvard.
Well, Maine won over
l'Associalcd Colletside Press
The musical score was written by the of land grant institutions.
ie
College Prblisbers Repreulstart
In regard to a recent letter which ries are a man's worries. A pilot's
Dottie Brewer is wearing Hal Brons- French composer Arthur Honegger,
NEW YORK. N.Y.
Distributor of
420 MADISON AWL
the
with
wind,
condemning
the
Campus
the
in
The story of agricultural education
with
appeared
is
business
C141,..0 • Sos,01 • Los ASSOLM • II. FMAOsco
and the and the English titles by Charles Jahrand research as carried on at the Unigirl hitch-hikers, lauding our "sophis- stars, with night, with sand, with the don's pin—Congratulations,
versity and examples of some of the
ticated" co-eds at the expense of the sea ... Truth for him is what lives in same to Dottie Bradeen and Arthur blum and Mark Brum.
Business Manager, all other correAddress all business correvpondeuce to the
hearing ru- "Harvest" is a poem; a slow-moving, more important contributions that the
girls, I wish to state that the the stars."
Chateau
been
we've
And
...
Boyd
Rditor.in-ChleC
spondence to the
than a con- University has made to the state will
Orono, Maine.
opinion is not current, at least among Although M. de Saint-Exupery has mors about Bette Webb and Bud In- dramatic ode-to-life rather
knitted as second-class matter at the post-office.
Subscription: MOO a year.
ventional movie. It tells, in terms as be related. Events will be portrayed
campus.
this
on
Maine.
sex
male
the
Orono,
develPress,
the
in
University
role
important
the
at
Prii.ted
played an
man ... and matrimonially congratu- simple as its people, of the earth and
Advertising Rate SO. per column inch
through the use of dramatic episodes,
Extension S1
We at Maine are served by an anti- opment of French aviation since 1921,
Office on the third 11..r.r of M.C.A. building. Tel.
lating, we give our blessing to Ruth the sun and the love of a man and a discussion, and talks.
quated system of transportation which he is equally well known for his literaknow
We
Desjardins and Ervin Arbo.
woman.
Editor-in-Chief
CHARLES A. PEIRCE
Accomplishments of the Maine Agrihas received enough condemnation. ry work. Many readers will remember
is
The New York Sun gave the followBusiness Manager The boys on this campus have found his Night Flight, a tensely dramatic they will be very happy. The day
cultural Experiment Station and Maine
PETER J. SKOUFIS
ing review of this film:
Monday...
Technology Experiment Station will be
it much more convenient to 'bum' rides tale of pioneer aviation in South
EDITORIAL BOARD
Pat's—bigger and better than ever "Harvest" is the story of a deserted featured on the program. Specific
Sports Editor from acceptable motorists. But it seems America. In Wind,Sand and Stars the
David Astor
not
would
Panturle
man.
and
village
in)...
Warren Randall Managing Editor
(he didn't pay us to put this
stories on this important broadcast inDorothy Shiro Women's News Editor that the co-ed is to remain cloistered author tells of his adventures while
Rachel Kent . Associate Editor
of "inspectors" left "old leave Aubignanc for he felt that as clude certain outstanding achievements
Gwendolyn Weymouth..Society Editor within a wall of mid-victorian ideas flying in Africa and while covering the on awful lot
News Editor
Charles Leining
week—read the long as he was there Aubignanc was
in the development of the Maine potato
and hypocritical censorship. Why is Spanish Civil War for the Paris-Soir. maids" on campus this
CONTRIBUTING EDITORS—William Chandler, Budl Godwin, Miriam it necessary for them to be forced to The second book lacks the unity and list of tech seniors touring Boston, still a village. Should he follow the industry, facts on poultry improvement,
William
Pease,
Virginia
Marks,
others, the village would be only dead
Golden, Alma Hansen, Joseph Ingham, Phyllis
the
of
list
the
read
almost
can
you
and
history of the pulp and paper industry.
undergo hardships which the men are continuity of the first, but surpasses it
Treat, Raymond Valliere, Catharine Ward, Edwin Young.
girls they left behind them ...except, stones. So Panturle stayed, and by pine needle oil research, and progress
Borris not forced to undergo? Are we to be in beauty of style.
a
into
solitude
by
turned
was
staying
STAR REPORTERS—Richard Cranch, Dorrice Dow, Paul Ehrenfried,
Dotty
perhaps, no one told you that
of highway engineering.
afraid of the evil that lurks in the passMany passages are flashes of pure
Kleiner, Charlene Perkins.
Omelette might miss Don Marshall human savage.
Among those to speak on this Farm
helpwas
REPORTERS—Daniel Caouette, Marian Champenois, Corrine Comstock, ing motor car ready to lure young poetic beauty and sensuous imagery. somewhat..
She
came.
Asurle
"Then
Robert girls to their doom?
The desert in turn is "the wild, stalkRobert Elwell, Patricia Gogan, Virginia Hill, Mary Louise White,
ing the scissors-grinder pull his wagon. and Home Hour Program are; Dr.
has
West
Bruz
—that
be
Can it
Willetts.
In another vein the writer of said ing beast," or "a land where each step
But when Panturle told of his dream, Arthur A. Hauck, Dean Paul Cloke, of
Hood, letter mentioned that the "typical soph- makes the heart beat faster like a step escaped this column so far? He deCUB REPORTERS—Jane Dyer, John Enman, Barbara Hogan, Natalie
turn Aubignanc back into a living the College of Technology, Dean Arto
Smith,
Paul
credit for wearing the
Wayne Hoy, Dorothy Ouellette, Ida Rolnick, Martin Scher,
isticated Maine co-ed" did not consider towards love or towards death." De- serves some
again, Asurle went with him. thur L. Deering, of the College of
village
Trask.
Doreen
Thurlow,
Elms and
Barbara Thompson. Priscilla
herself on the same level with Chateau scriptions of the appearance of the road smooth between the
worked
They
together, plowed the Agriculture, and Mr. Fred Griffee,
be a family
RADIO COMMTIT:E—Marcia Finks, chairman, Eleanor Look.
girls. Well, if there are many "typi- earth and heavens to the pilot in flight North Hall... It seems to
the wheat. At the Director of the Maine Agricultural
reaped
and
fields
BUSINESS STAFF
cal sophisticated Maine co-eds" on this reveal the greater and nobler signifi- affair with the Johnstons and Miss end they knew Aubignanc was no long- Experiment Station.
can
certainly
Scanlin
...Butch
Dyer
Louis P. Lorusso
campus they have remained inconspicu- cance of nature.
Advertising Manager
er deserted. Soon there would be a The Farm and Home Hour is heard
take it—and certainly comes back for
Joseph Goldsmith. Milton Herman
Advertising Assistants
ous during the three years I have been
by millions daily and is a very comprea man freed from the
is
author
The
child. Aubignanc was alive.
Andrews
Frances
Subscription Manager
at this institution. The average type petty things of life and dominated by a more ... Winner of last week's snoops "The characters are so simple that hensive radio service devoted to agriJordan
Harold
Manager
Circulation
of sophistication I have seen here could philosophy of sympathy for and a pro- contest is Esther Drummond ...
Donald Weston, Donald Davis
they are like children. These are culture. It has been on the air continuCirculation Assistants
file're glad that Lib Emery has peasants to whom a loaf of real bread ously for eleven years. Many leading
be interpreted as merely being a bit on found interest in the well-being of his
the snobbish side. As for the Chateau, fellow men. The heroic exploits of something worth while to keep her is like a miracle. Their love for each rural organizations participate in its
many of these mentioned sophisticates aviators, the invisible bonds of friend- mind off Maynard next year...and other is a tender and lasting relation- regular programs.
have graced the floor of this institution. ship between them, their rapproche- congratulations to Mary Bates... ship, one of the finest romances the Students are invited to attend the
Since the next issue of the Campus (due April 11) will be pre- It also might be taken to note that ment to the essence of the infinite and With Alice here fromBates, Ben Gra- screen has ever shown. The English broadcast which will originate from the
weektitles, by referring always to the woman Women's Gymnasium in Alumni Hall.
pared under the supervision of a newly elected editorial board, we the Chateau girls mentioned are, for of life itself stir the reader's sympathy ham really spent an enjoyable
end. Ben says that the fellows in the as Panturle's wife, clear up any obwholetheir
for
most
the
imagination.
associates
part,
Maine
average
and
town
our
thank
It will be necessary for the audience
to
opportunity
wish to take this
Bates'
his
girls who like to dance. A great num- After soaring over the fascinating house worry more about
jections the censors might have had to be seated before 12:15, because no
hearted co-operation during the past year.
competitors than he does...Hasn't to the more realistic French attitude.
ber of our co-eds before and during
descend to
one will be allowed in the hall after
Although we recognize mistakes made by the retiring editorial college have danced in similar dance desert among the stars, we
Ruth Erlick made up HIS mind Panturle and Asurle may never have
the
of
horror
the doors are closed at 12:25. The
senseless
and
mute
the
board, we do not choose to handicap the new editors with superfluous halls and mixed with the same type of Spanish war. Heretofore we have been yet?...
been blessed by the priest, but they program starts at 12:30 p.m.
with
hand
free
a
have
What with "Tite" Hale, Harold looked upon themselves as married
crowd.
"do's" and "don'ts." We believe they should
concerned only with man's struggle
which to form their own policies. However we hope that they will
against nature, now we see the war of Cole, Tom Moore, etc., etc., North forever.
Anonymous, '41
•
man against man, brother against Hall and Phi Kappa Sigma ought to "In spite of its poetic quality, 'Harmaintain between the student body and the student newspaper a
actually
has
It
...
been
incorporate
the
To
Editors
comedy.
the
of
without
written
not
is
Campus:
vest'
brother. Has anyone summarized more
harmonious relationship, which will be advantageous to all con- Dear Sirs:
FOR TI1E HOP
pointedly than this the character of proved that Jake Jackson's new limou- Here is Feniandel clowning away as
cerned.
I think that nearly everyone who saw modern warfare?—"War carried on sine will operate from here to Port- the scissors-grinder, frankly willing
Smart tuxedos for hire
To the newly elected editorial board we wish a very successful the Masque's presentation of OUR by gas and bombing is no longer war; land and back. The fact that Jake to exchange a woman for a donkey to
Complete stock of "tuxTOWN will agree that Mr. Valliere's it is a kind of bloody surgery. Each stayed home may or may not be of pull his wagon, just so long as a harand prosperous term of office.
ness was thrown in. Fernandel's huarticle in the last 611111'115 was, to coin side settles down behind a concrete significance...
ehirts, ties, studs, etc.
George Ellis and Ruth Leavitt are mor is in keeping with the rest of
a phrase, a masterpiece of understate- wall and finds nothing better to do than
nevand
sensuous,
realistic,
'Harvest,'
ment. It was a simple, homely truth to send forth, night after night, squad- so casual...Remember our calculaabout which Thornton Wilder molded rons of planes to bomb the guts of the tions in Vol. XLI, No. 13, item 10. er far from the world of the peasant."
will
industrialists
and
men
business
Sooner or later American
his play. By understanding and ap- other side, blow up its factories, para- about Larry and Fitzief ...Lots of
Bang
Opp. Bijou Theatre
wake up to the fact that the adoption of a liberal policy toward labor preciating this essential quality, and lyze its production and abolish its senior girls—at least two—are filling Cedarville College's new president
is William Smith Kilpatrick, who is
idle
a
their
planning
with
time
undesirable,
house..
by
being
who
him
by
it
imparting
to the audience, the trade. Such a war is won
will operate to their mutual advantages. Besides
just 26 years old. (A.C.P.)
it is impossible to build soundly a prosperity from which only one student actors were able to make the rots last—but in the end, both rot to- "Glamour goes to Business"—in the
deep
and
lasting
impression
gether."
is
which
girls
Balentine
jobs.
of
seeking
person
be
will
social class benefits. In the long run business conditions
the criterion of a successful producM. de Saint-Exupery's philosophy They are undaunted even though they
much more favorable when labor is economically independent and tion.
the theme that keeps recurring have heard that the "business world
and
FOR CORSAGES
secure. Perhaps further tendencies toward stricter isolation will Take, for example, the juvenile leads throughout the book is a profound is austere, uncompromising, and quick
their
that
fact
the
recognize
to
leaders
force business and industrial
played by Barbara Savage and Earl respect for the cosmic forces of nature , LI depreciate the fair sex." But they
real interests lie in increasing the purchasing power of American Rankin. Their task was to transport and for man, who in spite of suffering have met with that here, too—So it's
Bangor
themselves into the blissful, tragic, ex- and oppression can rise again, and for this week will tell the difference beStudent agent—Wendy Milliken, 12 I Pleasant St.. 0
labor.
tween an "exciting career or a happy
At the present time possibilities of the above-mentioned policy ultant period of unsophisticated youth. man as a creator.
The fact that the actors are both young "Wind, Sand and Stars" by Antoine marriage."
8813),
R.
(H.
being adopted are not at all bright. The Smith Bill
cannot be called an advantage, for the de Saint-Exupery. Reyna: and HitchMay we leave a word of advice
which has been reported out of committee, would remove the "rela- studied worldliness of college life is a cock, New York, 1939, 306 pp.
with you—de- 't forget that faithfultions" from the Wagner National Labor Relations Act. The amend- distinct harrier to an adequate appre'Ness is a virtue, duri, if the next week.
Hence end our "Conversations at
ments to the Act proposed by the Smith Bill would abolish the pres- ciation of such natural, urns oddly A 0Pi and Chi Omega
Midnight." It's late. You COW, -burn
ent National Labor Relations Board and substitute for it a slow, characters as Emily Webb and George Elect New Executives
Gibbs. Both Miss Savage and Mr.
She candle at both ends."
clumsy enforcement agency similar to that under which anti-trust Rankin overrun, this
barrier to an
Elizabeth Emery. '41, and Mary
violations are handled. In short the administrative functions of the extent that demands unqualified admi- Bates. '41, were elected presidents of
NOTICE
existing N.L.R.B. would be transferred to a single administrator, ration. They played their role• with! Alpha Omicron Pi and Chi Omega
There
be no Campos meetwill
and only the judicial functions would be retained—these being an earnestness and simplicity that sororities, respectively, at meetings ing this week; however, elec
caused
the
collective
countenance
of
Omheld Monday night. Other Alpha
greatly restricted. Since the term of the proposed Administrator
will be held at the next regular
the audience to glow with a sort of icron Pi officers elected for next year
would be indefinite, it is obvious that he would be dependent upon benign
meeting on %veil 7..
wistfulness.
were Barbara Ashworth, vice presipublic opinion, upon the flighty whims of big business, and upon an It was the same with the more madent; Elizabeth McAlary. correspondNOTICE
ever politically-conscious Congress for his tenure. The judicial ture characters, Jean Boyle, Beatrice ing secretary; Constance Philhmok,
duties of the revised Board would be limited by restrictions on the Besse, Phil Hutchinson. Stoughton At- recording secretary; Dorothy Warren, Red Norvo and his orchestra will
type of evidence that may be presented and by the inability of the wood, and Fred Libby gave simple, hu- treasurer: and Virginia Moulton. Pan- play for Soph Hop on April 5 instead
of Tony Pastor, announced before.
man interpretations of their roles hellenic delegate.
Board to enforce its subpoenas. To the student of public administrawhich helped to banish all objective- Other Chi Omega officers were Mar- Tony Pastor will play for Junior Prom
tion and of labor problems the Smith Bill appears to be unsound ness from the attitude of the
audience. garet Philbrook, vice president; Mar- May 3.
theoretically and even vicious.
I felt that on the stage were people garet Church. secretary; and Muriel
Keep America out of War.
Among other novelties in this bill is the "granting of freedom whom I ahd always known. and whose Pratt, treasurer.
to employers to express opinions on any subject, provided that their warm, kindly natures were enhanced Miss Emery was treasurer of her
sorority, secretary of Balentine Hall, •
words are not accompanied by acts or threats of coercion or dis- by renewed acquaintanceship.
I agree that the graveyard scene was and is a member of the Junior Prom
We arc at your Service
crimination." This addition is superfluous because the Supreme the most
A safe place to ((anomie(
difficult of the play, but I do Committee and of the Home Economics
Court has already ruled that the present \Vaguer Act does not inter- not agree that the acting was super- Club.
When you think of food
fere with freedom of speech.
ficial. Louis Thibodeau, Burl Godwin, Miss Bates was treasurer of her
think
of
Even more reactionary is the bill's new definition of "collective Jean Boyle, and Bob Fortier all under- sorority and is vice president of the
225 - 403
Phone
stood
the
feeling
of
the
remoteness
Flalentine
of
of
treasurer
and
Y.W.C.A.
I,argaining" which does not require the parties concerned to reach an
death which the author svidied to ex- Hall. She is a member of the Rifle
agreement or put forward counterproposals. Illegally discharged press and
conveyed that ferling to the Team and of the Home Eciniomics
Every day people the
employees may not receive back pay for longer than a six-month audience. Barbara Savage's
rendition Club.
period. Evidently Representative Smith realized that the judicial of her harlest line'. A% as comtiStent with
2e
FILMS
world over stop a mo'DEVELOPED
process would be extremely slow under his proposed administrative her performance in the earlier parts Princeton University has a copy of
ment...enjoy an ice-cold
changes and added this last to safeguard the employers! Other time of the play. Maynard French, as un- the "Rubaiyat" of Omar Khayyam FINE GRAIN • LARGE PRINTS
dertaker Joe Stoddard. had a grasp printed in 1463. (A.CP.)
IlegoIst
es,h
St
.4i...0s
L•44/
Coca-Cola...and go
limits have been set which would operate in such a manner as to
O,.,5 5 • 7 enlarsentent. 10, e•ch
of his role that was astonishing in a
RIQUIST
LIST
PRiCt
COUPLETS
ON
FM
labor
Act.
to
the
in the Wagner
render ineffective
privileges granted
thcir way again with a
student actor. A friend of mine gave
INTERSTATE PHOTO SERVICE "e4;7:,"
If the Smith Bill can be cited as evidence of the future labor him full credit by describing his por- players whose acting cannot be ivies
happy aftcr-scnsc of
tioned, Bob Fortier and Fred Libby.
policy of Congress and of American business, then we may expect trayal as 'beautifully sincere.'
thing—make-up.
one
by
hampered
were
complete refreshment.
These roles were the stuff from
a battle royal in the near future between capital and labor.
which the play was made, and it was Fortier's make-up uas so heavy that
The pause that refreshes
Russ Woolley who, with professional it erased all individuality from the face
of the character he was portraying
assurance
is
and
gram
to
intended
provide
prospective
a real idea, really redelightful
is
informality,
Burdett College Invites
1.ibby's was too just-side and threw all
students with an opportunity to see gave the play coherence and force.
7441
Dial
freshing.
Women to Open House the college
His long speeches 1. ere timed with the responsibility ft a- an adequate inand make the acquaintance
a precision that magoified the effective- terpretation of the role on his acting
CANDY
QUALITY
Boston,
of
College,
one
of
Burdett
of faculty members, graduates, and ness of the
story itself. Two other ability alone.
THE PAUSE THAT RE Fe'.
the outstanding business colleges in others.
Money cheer/ally re/vended
Perhaps 1 have gone too far in eulo11 net diarist...tor,
gizing the play and the actors, but
New England, has sent an open invita- The invitation from Miss Adele
oil I cm by
Bottled under authority of The i oil-t
tion to interested college women to Howe, Personnel Director of Burdett Any students interested are invited believe that I will find support for my
Mail orders promplii filled
INC
PLANTS.
THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING
attend an open house and tea on Satur- College, extends a most cordial invita- to leave their names is ith the Place- conviction that OUR TOWN was giv&ingot. Main.
St.,
Perkins
15
ment
"pleasant
than
more
somewhat
a
en
Director,
St
12
tion
Hammond
:I
for
Maine
of
Fernald
University
women
Hall,
so
3:00
from
30,
March
day afternoon,
to 5:30 p.m., at the College, 156 Stuart who would be able to attend this meet- that Miss llooe may he informed of and entertaining" performance.
(Signed) Don Goodwin, '41
•i
Street, Boston. The open house pro- ing to visit Burdett on this occasion. their intentions.
real name. but a pen name will be used ta

publication of the letter Lf desired. Telt
ideas started in these columns are at
neteasenly those of The C•mpus and should
not be so considered. The editor reservee
the right to withhold any letter or a part
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

Batterymen Biggest Problem
As Baseball Team Starts
Its Indoor Practice Sessions

Eighty-Six Awards Made
As Athletes End Season
With Winter Banquet
Stan Johnson,
Chick Wilson
Made Captains

3

Results of the Intramural
Boxing Tournament

By Paul Ehrenfried

132 lb.: Dick Chick,
Phi Eta Kappa
137 lb.: Bob Larsen,
Phi Eta Kappa
140 lb.: Bob Wall,
Delta Tau Delta
155 lb.: Paul Patterson,
Unattached
160 lb.: Gerald Ward,
Cabin Colony
165 lb.: Henry Gabrielian,
Unattached
175 lb.: Al Edelstein,
East Oak

In writing a column we usually try to keep in mind the old adage about'

Ri▪fle Team Is
Champi▪on of
PERSON:M.1
,
-,,,,,,,.New England
1.

Infielders
Fight for
Positions

' the cross-eyed Chinaman who had the wrong slant on things, but this week's
Eighty-six men were awarded letBear Facts may prove to be the exception.
ters and numerals at the Athletic Ban* ** ****
quet last Thursday night in the
In reviewing the 1940 varsity indoor track season it was interesting
With thirty-five infield candidates
Wining the first corps area inter- trying for positions and a battery
Memorial Gymnasium.
to note that nine meet records were broken, five college records were set,
collegiate
competition,
the
Maine
and one 1C4-A, A.A.U., and national record was bettered.
squad of set enteen working out
Following the banquet, speeches were
R.O.T.C. rifle team swung into shoot- daily, varsity baseball coach Bill
* * * •• * * *
given by coaches of the various sports
ing targets for national matches this Kenyon has settled down to the task
Perhaps one of the most amusing events of the entire track season occurred
represented. Those speaking were
week.
(luring the Colby meet. Stan Johnson walked into the throwing ring, tossed the
of whipping the available material
coaches Jenkins, Kenyon, Curtis, and
Those men on the team who will Into a hall club.
35 pound weight 55 feet, breaking the college record, and walked off to the
Sezak. Phil Jones, freshman football
receive medals for shooting on the
showers. A little while later, Bob Bennett picked up the weight and threw
The hurlers and catchers have been
coach, also gave a short talk.
winning team will be Dick Coffin, practicing for some two weeks now,
it 57 feet, two inches, breaking the college record established a few minutes
Dean Corbett, chairman of the AthMac Day, Jimmy McCain, Harry Pea- and at present, after one cut, there
before (while Stan whistled happily in the showers).
letic Board, awarded the letters and
••• •• * * •
vey, Bob Dodge, Dick Sinkinson, remain twelve moundsmen and five
numerals. Motion pictures were shown
C. P. Dow, Ralph Pipes, Charlie catchers on the roster. Faced with the
An interesting aftermath of the track season has heel, BOVar10111 track
of varsity basketball games and the Broken Records
Smith, and Dick Norton.
coach Johnny Magee's statements about weight throwers and weight recproblem of building an almost entirely
state ski championship meet held at
Mark Success
ords. "Niles Perkins," he says, with apparent conviction, "is the world's
Breaking the range record for the new pitching staff, since both of last
Bridgton.
fourth time last week with 3,722 out year's outstanding twirlers, Chick and
greatest weight thrower, bar none." Well, that's an interesting statement,
Honorary captains of the teams pres- In Indoor Track
of 4,000, the varsity rifle team won Browne, have graduated, the veteran
especially when considering the fact that Perkins was beaten by Bob Benent were elected as follows: Stanley
The success of the 1940 indoor track nett in the 1C4-A meet. We wonder where that puts Bob.
over four teams and dropped to one baseball mentor has been pleased with
Johnson, varsity track; Charles Wilson,
* * • * • * * *
in the last postal competition of the the performances of Mac Roberts, Al
the
varsity basketball; William Bower, season can be measured better in
season. The victories include the Mann, Ed Dangler, and George Chase.
Coach Magee made these further prognostications:
winter sports; William Hadlock, fresh- number of records broken rather than
University of Pennsylvania, Johns
Mann and Chase both saw some varI. Perkins will hit 60 feet in the 35 pound v..eight throw.
man track; Lloyd Quint, freshman bas- in the number of track meets won.
Hopkins University, University of Ne- sity service last season, but still do
2. Bennett, Johnson, and Perkins all will hit 180 feet in the 16 pound hammer 1011114.
ketball.
It also marked the last performance on,
'
4
braska, Louisiana State University. not possess the necessary amount of
throw this spring.
I
Those awarded letters in varsity bas- the indoor field of two great track
The loss was to the University of college experience. Roberts was a
Well, we hope so.
ketball were: Arbor, Wilson, Leger, men—Don Smith and Stan Johnson.
Maryland.
candidate last year, but an injury susDON SMITH
Small, Curtis, Roberts, Tracy, and The track team met New Hamptained during early season practice
We approached Coach Jenkins on the matter, hoping to get a similar
IVhitten.
The Time: late on a cool September
shire, Colby, Bates, and Northeastern, revelation. Jenk's only comment was, "It gives them something to talk
forced him to the sidelines. Dangler,
Varsity track lettermen were: Phil- losing all of the meets except the last about, doesn't it?"
afternt.an in 1936. The Place: the Frosh Battery
a sophomore, is a holdover from last
lips, Atwood, Ehrlenbach, Smith, De- one. Maine sent a delegation to the
cross country track at the University
year's froth club and thus far has
Looks Good as
quine, Ingraham, Gilman, Bennett, S. F. B.A.A. Meet in Boston and sent two
looked good in practice.
We also read with interest a statement by "a close follower of basketball" of Maine. The Scene: a group of
Johnson, H. H. Johnson, Rich, Weav- men to the ICA4-A Meet in New
Other hurlers include Ed Barrows,
who felt that Nat Crowley was as good, if not better, than the collegians on runners, freshmen and upperclassmen, Practice Begins
er, and Dexter. R. V. Smith received York.
Phil Soderquist, John Fink, Walt
the ixtwerful Boston Goodwin team. In discussing the personnel of the teamn strung out in a long line of bobbing
Although
the
1940
schedule
has
not
a manager's "M," while Hurwitz and
Potter, Roland Duby. Hal Millay,
In the B.A.A. Meet Don Smith came he said, "I realize that both Jackie Rotnian of B. U. and Charlie Tibbs of figures as they wind their way over
Stuart were recipients of assistant in fourth in the 1000 yard run in his Tufts have been picked on all-New England teams, but Crowley could show hill and dale. Coach Jenkins: "Who's been announced by Ted Curtis, the and Charlie Spencer. Barrows at
freshman
baseball
team
has
been
pracmanager's letters.
present is outstanding in this group.
fastest time on record, competing them some tricks. It's too bad Nat was ineligible the first semester. Otherwise that freshman coming in ahead of the ticing daily.
Winter Sports letters were awarded against such men as
FA has a world of speed but is bothBorican, Wood- he might have ranked with the best of New England." That's certainly a varsity men?"
The
first
game
to J. Bower, \V. Bower, Adams, 0. ruff, and Wayne Rideout.
will
probably
take
ered by lack of control. The other
Manager: "That's Don Smith, a kid
Bob Ben- compliment for Nat, and, we feel, not altogether unjustifiable.
place
during
the
last
Riddle, Strang, Whitman, Chandler, nett won the 35 pound
week
of
April.
▪ • •••
twirlers are expected to supply valuweight event in
front Easton. Wanted to go out for
Coach Sezak expects the team to meet able support to the team either as
Woodbury, and Garsoe.
the 1C4-A Meet, bringing another naWe were very favorably impressed with the varsity honorary captain football, but they told him he was too
practically the same clubs that they relief hurlers or in regular tossing
Frosh basketball numeralmen this
elections at the athletic banquet last week. The selections of Stan Johnson light so he started running, never ran
did last year.
;year are Ward, McKeen, Hussey,
spots.
as honorary captain of track, Chick Wilson for basketball, and Bill before either."
Wright, Pratt, Nickerson, Adler, art, Caldwell, Creamer, Estabrook, Bower for winter sports were certainly well deserved. As Coach Bin
So far the only men to report have
The Pale Blue team is fairly well
this first appearance Don
Front
Weinstein. Quint, Pinansky, Geneva, Martinez, Moody, Hamm, Hadlock, Kenyon said of Chick (and we feel that this applies to the other captains
been the pitchers and catchers, and equipped with catchers. Both Fred
Smith has gone on to dominate the
Fogler, Holter, Lutes, .Adams, and Goodchild, Brady, Crane, Gildersleeve. equally as well), "He was one of the most valuable men on the squad
there seem to be fewer than ever before. Bucklin and Al Adams played in their
cinders for four years. For four years
Hamblen. Manager's numerals went Weinman, Dodge, Harvey, W. R.
Coach Sezak explained it by saying, share of varsity contests last year.
and was one of the most dependable players."
be
has
won
the
New
England
cross
to Brown, Lord, Lufkin, Sawyer, Dic- Harding, Henderson, Frost, Sinkinson,1
"There must be a scarcity in the class." Also available are three of last year's
•• * * * * • •
country
runs.
He
has
won
national
kenson, Saltzman, West, and Keene. and Carlson. Freshman track manaAlthough there may be a scarcity as freshman catchers, Bob Holmes, Doc
Intramural basketball has finally come to an end after a total of 124 games. honors in this run as well as the mile
Winners of froth numerals in track gers who received numerals were: AmKeith
Thompson.
The highest score in any one game was achieved by Alpha Tau Omega—a and half mile. Records have fallen far as quantity is concerned, the coach Winters, and
were: Leonard, Radley, Youlden, Stew- brose, Hoffman, Keiter, and Schneider.
score of 66. The lowest score was eight. but we won't mention who got it. under his flying feet, and fame has is more optimistic about the quality of Holmes also played in the outfield,
the men that have beets working this being placed there because of his hitPhi Mu Delta, by the way, won the tournament. It was amusing to note that smiled on the "kid from Easton."
in the handball tournament, which Alpha Tau Omega won, two teams rolled
Yet, through all the headlines, cam- last week. For pitchers there are ting ability.
Much Infield Competition
up a score of minus 40.
pus honors, and sports writers' bally- Smith, a left-handed boy from A.C.I.;
hoo, he has remained—just Don Smith, Tooley. a right-hander of two years' This year the battle for infield jobs
with a smile and a word for the lowliest experience from Governor Dummer is wide open, as only two lettermen are
tional championship to Maine. The throw.
freshman as well as the loftiest senior. Academy; and Alio, who has had on hand, Hare Whitten at third. and
most outstanding event of the whole The Colby Meet saw the setting of A maine man who has met and acquired four years of experience pitching for Gardiner Black at second base. The
season was, of course, Stan Johnson's a new meet and college record in a success—the Maine C011IttfS salutes Union High and during the summer. keystone sack finds Fred Johnston, an
Other pitchers are: Raiford, Hig- outfielder of the previous season,
smashing of the national intercollegi- special half mile race by Don Smith. you—Don Smith!!
gins; Wilbur, Cape Elizabeth; Klein, George Digby, and Don Kilpatrick,
ate 35 pound weight record, setting a Herb Johnson also broke both the meet
Dorchester High and Madawaska; a sophomore, engaged in the tussle
new mark of 58 feet 25 inches, better- and college records in the discus. Johnthe
broad
jump;
Gilman,
the
45
yard
Claverie,
Roxbury Latin; Brackett, for the position. All three appear
ny
Daggett,
of
Colby,
easily
one
of
the
ing both the national IC4-A and
to be on a par in fielding.
most outstanding all-round track per- high hurdles: and Rich, the pole vault. Newport High; and Gilman, Bingham
A.A.U. records.
At second base Ronnie Dyke, of last
In the last dual meet of the season High.
In the first dual meet of the season formers to compete at Maine, set a
with Northeastern, Stan Johnson set
There are five out for the catching year's varsity, Gardiner Black, a letviith New Hampshire, three records new record in the 50 yard dash.
a national record in the 35 pound position who show considerable prom- terman, and sophomore John Bower
Ihm Smith was high scorer for
were established. Bill Gilman set a
weight event. Smith was again high ise. Mortland, from Searsport High, are vying for the starting position.
record in the 45 yard high hurdles, Maine in the Bates Meet, winning the
scorer, winning the mile and 1000 has had four years' experience and .‘t present Bower is conceded the
Rich set a meet record in the pole mile and 1000 yard runs. Bob Benyard runs and placing second in the looks very good, according to the edge because of superior hitting, but
vault. and Stan Johnson established a nett set a Bates Meet record in the
300 yard dash. Shanker, of North- coach. Another good catcher is Ward, the experience of the other two may
new mark in the 35 fwitmd weight 35 polio(' weight throw. Atwood won
eastern, set a new record in the 70 front Higgins, with four years' ex- , outweigh this factor in the final conyard low hurdles, and Rich.
perience. The remaining catchers are sideration.
This year Maine's strongest position appears to be third base. Ready
for action at this post are Harv Whitten. a letterman front the spot last
year. and the sophomore star, Nat
Crowley. Coach Kenyon. in view of
their value to the team in any spot.
may shift one to the shortstop position. But any candidate for that post
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a
expected to carry much of this year's
hitting and fielding burden.
Although the outfielders have not
received a call as yet, there arc several outstanding men expected to be
its the rutting for posts. In the outfield, Doc Gerrish, top sticker in the
state last year, is assured of one position. hut the other jobs remain wide
will
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open. Deke Adams. Cliff Blake, Bob
soon be alive with
French. and Red Meserve are the
bourgeoning buds, green
leading possibilities, but only Adams
grass and spring splenhas had varsity experience. However,
dor.
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scape with 1939 leftfor the frosh two years ago, has reovers ... get some new
turned to bolster the outfield this year.
Rabbit Healey also is expected to be
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program.
Sophomre co-operative tests still
An accumulation of opinion, based to follow when they enter college. annual Grange
telling something alant themselves; dell, Nahum Mitcelill, Harley C. Nelout-of-state speakers on
be gisen to sophomores in the Col- modities are being threatened.
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parand
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Pryor, Eugene Russell, partially on an
lege of Arts and Sciences on April The Control of Livestock Diseases for nothing so reveals human nature son, Henry
representing 61 Thursday's all day potato program are
F. Stewart, Harold Wheeler, tially on a pro-Franco-British opinion, pus for Open House,
17 and 18.
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state, as com- F. J. Stevenson ano E. V. Hardenthe
throughout
scols
Prowrites.
stock Sanitary Commission to the pertation of what they were expressing Linwood Williams, and Charles Wil- slowly ripened, Costrell
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sentiment
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of
Department
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companied by a determination to keep ent scools attending the first Open soil tests, foundation seed, potato qualiDue to the Dairy and Milk Laws, one's own feelings and experiences.
This group visited the Boston ‘Voven
out of war. Resentment at infringe- House in 1936 sponsored by the Col- ty, and potato marketing research. A
pital is increasing, according to Dr. officials visit 5,000 milk establishments
Lever
The climax of the recital was the Hose and Rubber Company,
livestock discussion has also been arments of America's neutral rights and
Hedin. In 1939 there were 250 first each year to inspect for cleanliness,
lege of Technology, the Home Ecoranged.
"Race of Life." The cartoonist, Thur- Brothers, Massachusetts Gas Compa- obligations was weighed by the disPhysics
the
and
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ber,
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were rampant. To The electrical engineering and gene- intensive submarine warfare," the "can
Day.
satire
Clarence
and
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the superior court, or by the commisMr. Washburn expressed regret that find hidden meanings in such a panto- ral engineering groups were supervised writer says. "On February 1, Maine about as much as I know."
sioner. In some cases a patient may the Maine courts ruled the bonding
mime would be a work orf genius. by Prof. W. J. Creamer. The party was united for war and in the two
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he paroled for 6 months to a friend, law for milkmen to be unconstitution•
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Lack of understanding, however, would included: Garfield M. Arthur, Clark months which intervened before war
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Jonason's Xestaurant

VINER'S SHOE STORE

H. P. SNOWMAN

A
PARK'S l'Al'Z

THE BANGOR NURSERY FLOWER SHOP

•

Melvin's Music Store
PIANOS

CONNOR'S PRINTING CO.

ghe Ritz-Foley Hotel

•

C. D. Merrifield & Co.

Bangor Candy Kitchen and Restaurant

NORTHEASTERN
UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL of LAW

DAY PROGRAM
Three Years
EVENING PROGRAM
Four Years
• • •
A minimum of two years of college
work required for aclaumnon.
A limited number of scholarships
available to college graduates.
LLB. Degree conferred
Admits men and women
47 MT. VERNON ST., BOSTON
Near State House
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Tan, Sandwiches

when in Bangor
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Post Office Pharmacy
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Opp. Post Office

IT'S DANCE TIME!
You'll Look Your Prettiest in One of Our Collection of

EVENING DRESSES
$5.95 to $9.95

The Hill Sisters
Queens of Basketball

Distinctive Formals, many with Jackets! Satins, Crepes,

6
DEFINITELY MILDER
COOLER -SMOKING
BETTER -TASTING

M•riorie, Isabel, Ruth,
Betty and Helene of
W. Hempstead,
coached hy their father,
have won SO out of 84
gsmes...•combination
that you can't match
anywhere.

Taffetas, Chiffons, Sleek and Slender or with Full Flowing
Skirts—Many with Hoops. Black and Jewel Colors.

THE STAR STORE
For Smart Apparel — On Main St.
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The RIGHT COMBINATION

of the world's best cigarette tobaccos

-You can look the country over
and you won't find another cigarette
that rates as high as Chesterfield for
the things that smokers really want.
Chesterfield's RIGHT COMBINATION
of the world's best cigarette tobaccos
is way out in front for mildness, for
coolness, and for better taste.

